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ExpEng I/O is now open on Sundays from 8:00 p.m. - Midnight. Consultants 
will be available in Room 140 ExpEng on Sundays from 8-10 p.m. 
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Sunday 
Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 

Medium SEeed Remote Terminals Local SuEervisor{sl teleEhone 

Room N640 EltH (Mpls) J. DeWitt 376-7377 
R. Swisher 376-3156 

Room Sl91 KoltH (Mpls) T. Faulkner 376-7024 
J. Abdullah 373-2348 

Room 321 MinMet (Mpls) c. Swanson 373-5475 
R. Lewis 373-2300 

Room 38 ElectE (Mpls) c. Berg 373-5404 
M. Cook 373-3895 

Room 384 HortS (St P) J. Heinen 373-1086 
M. Brenner 373-0949 

Room 17 Ag Eng (St P) R. Vance Morey 373-0763 
N. Valentine 373-1059 

Room 54 BA (WB) H. Smith 373-3608 

Room 69 Physics (Mpls) J. Blair 373-3340 
B. Eaton 373-0242 

Note: These terminals can be operative during all 6600 hours; however, real operating hours will vary 
from site-to-site since each terminal is controlled by the supervising department. 

Useful Telephone Numbers 

373-4876 
373-4599 
373-4548 
373-7753 
373-4995 
373-4596 
373-2521 

Manager, Operations (R. Folden) 
Manager, User Services (T. Hodge) 
Account Clerk, 6600 

373-4940 
373-4994 
373-7744 
373-4995 
373-4360 
373-4921 
373-3608 

Lauderdale Shift Supervisor 
Recorded Message 
Reference Librarian 

Account Clerk, 6400 
EBR Operator 
ExpEng I/O 
Keypunch Supervisor 

Locations of UCC Keypunches 

Mpls 
N640 EltH 130 ExpEng 

12A SmithH 321 MinMet 
38 ElectE 69 Phys 

208 ExpEng 125 SpaSci 
131 ExpEng 

StP 
17 AgEng 

302 CofH 
384 HortS 

WB 
90 BlegH 

Tape Librarian 
UCC Office 
Users' Room (Lauderdale) 
West Bank I/O 

Lauderdale 
Users' Room 

Reference Manuals Available in the User Rooms 

CDC 

SCOPE V3.2 
ALGOL 
COBOL V3 
COMPASS V2 
FTN EXT V3 
FORTRAN V2.3 
KWIC 
OPTIMA V3 
PERT 
SIMSCRIPT 
SIMULA 
SORT/MERGE V3 

U of M 

MNF 
UMST 

~ 
BMD 
BMDX 

MARS Vl V2.1 
MIMIC 
APEX 
6000/7000/Cyber Systems 
6000/7000/Cyber ECS 
T/S Terminal Users 
T/S Fortran 
T/S BASIC 
T/S TEXT EDITOR (EDIT) 
KRONOS 2.0 
KRONOS MODIFY 

UCC User's 
MERITSS Handbook 

OMNITAB 
SPSS 
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SUNDAY HOURS 
The Experimental Engineering I/O station will be open 8PM to Midnight on Sundays. Courier service 
is provided hourly on Saturday and Sunday. 

CONSULTING HOURS 
Consulting hours will be posted at 140 ExpEng and at Lauderdale (in the User's Room). Any questions 
may be referred to Thea Hodge (232 ExpEng or 373-4599). 

TAPE LIBRARIAN 
The Tape librarian will no longer be available in person and on demand at Lauderdale. Office space for 
this position has been eliminated in accordance with other needs. When you call the librarian, leave a 
message and your call will be returned. When logging in tapes, log them in with the I/0 clerk at the 
I/O station. 

TAPE AND PUNCH REQUEST SLIPS 

Tape request slips and punch request slips are no longer required except for the following special 
cases: 

1. transient tapes 
2. multiple reel tapes 
3. any special instructions to the operator. 

In these cases a new request slip will be provided (see example). When using these slips, be as specific 
as possible since the operator will not attempt to interpret vague instructions and may drop the job. 

u.c.c. SPECIA~ REQUEST S~IP u.c.c. 
r-------------·------------------------·---------------------------

[ 
r 
[ 
[ 
[ 

DECK NAME•·······------ BIN NOo·•-······- DATE·---······ 

PUNCH CARDS• APPROX. NO. IF OVER 2000 ---------------

PRINTED PAGES• APPHOXo NO. IF OVER 400····------------

~1ST THE NA~ES OF A~L TRANSIENT TAPES• INSTRUCTIONS FOR 
MULTIPLE REE~ TAPES, AND ANV OTHER SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS. 

(MAKE SURE VOU ARE CLEAR AND COMPLETE, USE BACK IF NECESSARY! 

[-~-·--------------------------------------------------------------

[------------------------------------------------------------------r 
[------------------------------------------------------------------[ ollt~/73 RJH 

PERMANENT FILE AND SUBDIRECTORY REQUESTS 
Effective April 1, 1973 the UCC will change the system programs handling permanent files and disk pack 
subdirectories, in anticipation of the new 844 disk units due in May. 

The new system will be more stable than the current permanent file scheme and will include the user's 
account number as part of the file name. 

All internal PPU calls to DPM, PFA, and PFC for a permanent file or subdirectory request must be replaced 
by calls to the new PPU program PFM. Most users will be unaffected, however, since they handle permanent 
file and subdirectory requests with the control cards ATTACH, ACQUIRE, and PACK. The control cards will 
be consistent with current usage except where the account number of the requested file is not the same 
as the user's. 

The internal subdirectory format will also be changed. Thus, over the week-end of March 31 -April 1, all 
private disk packs will be copied into the new format and verified. This process will have been thoroughly 
tested by then, but users should be aware that their data will be copied that week-end. 

A more detailed description of system differences will be published in the February newsletter. Anyone 
expecting difficulties should contact Kevin Matthews at 373-4912 or via Campus Mail to 227 ExpEng. 



IMSL CHANGES 

We have received a copy of Library 3 Edition 2 from IMSL and have recompiled the IMSL user library. Edition 
2 contains 52 new routines and numerous changes and improvements to the versions in Edition 1. Users can 
now buy copies of the IMSL Library 3 Edition 2 manual in the Engineering Bookstore. 

6600 USE FOR DECEMBER 
38,201 jobs were run. 

from ExpEng 
from Lauderdale 
from West Bank 
from all other remote terminals 
for maintenance 

35.3% 
23.9% 
10.5% 
25.2% 

5.1% 

Average times 

on input queue 
at control point 
on output queue 
printing 

11.0 minutes 
5.6 minutes 
7.5 minutes 
2.6 minutes 

EISPACK NOW AVAILABLE 
A new eigenvalue-eigenvector package given the mnemonic name EISPACK is now available on a permanent file 
(called EISPACK) in the 6600 user library. EISPACK was developed from the latest and best algorithms 
through a National Science Foundation project known as NATS (National Activity to Test Software). The 
subroutines have been thoroughly tested at various NATS test sites (principally Argonne National Laboratory, 
the University of Texas and Stanford University). The package was compiled by the FUN compiler and so, 
at present, it is only available to MNF, FUN and RUN users. 

MNF example 

Job card 
A,EISPACK. 
MNF(U=EISPACK) 
1:::. (7-8-9 card) 

FUN or RUN example 

Jobcard 
FUN(S) 
A,EISPACK. 
LOAD,LGO,EISPACK. 
EXECUTE. 
1:::. (7-8-9 card) 

(Fortran program with CALL's to EISPACK 
subroutines, e.g., CALL HQR ( ••• ) ) 

END 
1:::. (7-8-9 card) 

(Data cards, if any) 
D (6-7-8-9 card) 

END 
1:::. (7-8-9 card) 

(Data cards, if any) 
Cl (6-7-8-9 card) 

Cautions: UCC does not yet have a set of test decks for EISPACK and we cannot test them ourselves 
until we get a set. We have compiled the package and are providing it to our users as supplied by N~TS. 
Thus, we are not now responsible for any errors detected by our users. However, any errors discovered 
by users will be reported to NATS and any corrections we receive from NATS will be incorporated as we 
receive them. 

We feel that the algorithms in the EISPACK routines are exceptionally good and we plan to eventually 
replace our own routines with those of EISPACK. At that time, our documentation will alter accordingly. 

Documentation is now available from Mike Frisch (373-5907) and will be available in the near future on a 
permanent file. 

A list of the EISPACK routines and a summary of what each does is listed below. 

BAKVEC - forms the eigenvectors of a nonsymmetric tridiagonal matrix by back-transforming those of the 
corresponding symmetric matrix determined by FIGI. 

BALANC - balances a real matrix and isolates eigenvalues whenever possible. 

BALBAK - forms the eigenvectors of a real general matrix by back-transforming those of the corresponding 
balanced matrix determined by BALANC. 

BISECT - finds those eigenvalues of a tridiagonal symmetric matrix which lie in a specified interval, 
using bisection. 

CBABK2 - forms the eigenvectors of a complex general matrix by back-transforming those of the corresponding 
balanced matrix determined by CBAL. 
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• 
CBAL - balances a complex matrix and isolates eigenvalues whenever possible. 

CINVIT - finds those eigenvectors of a complex upper Hessenberg matrix corresponding to specified 
eigenvalues, using inverse iteration. 

COMBAK - forms the eigenvectors of a complex general matrix by back-transforming those of the corresponding 
upper Hessenberg matrix determined by COMHES. 

COMHES - Given a complex general matrix, COMHES reduces a submatrix situated in rows and columns LOW 
through IGH to upper Hessenberg form by stabilized elementary similarity transformations. 

COMLR - finds the eigenvalues of a complex upper Hessenberg matrix by the modified LR method. 

COMLR2 - finds the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a complex upper Hessenberg matrix by the modified 
LR method. The eigenvectors of a complex general matrix can also be found if COMHES has been used to 
reduce this general matrix to Hessenberg form. 

ELMBAK - forms the eigenvectors of a real general matrix by back-transforming those of the corresponding 
upper Hessenberg matrix determined by ELMHES. 

ELMHES - Given a real general matrix, ELMHES reduces a submatrix situated in rows and columns LOW through 
IGH to upper Hessenberg form by stabilized elementary similarity transformations. 

ELTRAN - accumulates the stabilized elementary similarity transformations used in the reduction of a real 
general matrix to upper Hessenberg form by ELMHES. 

FIG! - Given a nonsymmetric tridiagonal matrix such that the products of corresponding pairs of off-diagonal 
elements are all non-negative, FIG! reduces it to a symmetric tridiagonal matrix with the same eigenvalues. 
If, further, a zero product only occurs when both factors are zero, the reduced matrix is similar to the 
original matrix. 

FIGI2 - Given a nonsymmetric tridiagonal matrix such that the products of corresponding pairs of off-diagonal 
elements are all non-negative, and zero only when both factors are zero, this subroutine reduces it to a 
symmetric tridiagonal matrix using and accumulating diagonal similarity transformation. 

HQR - finds the eigenvalues of a real upper Hessenberg matrix by the QR method. 

HQR2 - finds the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a real upper Hessenberg matrix by the QR method. The 
eigenvectors of a real general matrix can also be found if ELMHES and ELTRAN or ORTHES and ORTRAN have been 
used to reduce this general matrix to Hessenberg form and to accumulate the similarity transformations. 

HTRIBK - forms the eigenvectors of a complex hermitian matrix by back-transforming those of the corresponding 
real symmetric tridiagonal matrix determined by HTRIDI. 

HTRIDI - reduces a complex hermitian matrix to a real symmetric tridiagonal matrix using unitary similarity 
transformations. 

IMTQLl - finds the eigenvalues of a symmetric tridiagonal matrix by the implicit QL method. 

IMTQL2 - finds the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a symmetric tridiagonal matrix by the implicit QL method. 
The eigenvectors of a full symmetric matrix can also be found if TRED2 has been used to reduce this 
full matrix to tridiagonal form. 

INVIT- finds those eigenvectors of a real upper Hessenberg matrix corresponding to specified eigenvalues, 
using inverse iteration. 

ORTBAK - forms the eigenvectors of a real general matrix by back-transforming those of the 
corresponding upper Hessenberg matrix determined by ORTHES. 

ORTHES - Given a real general matrix, ORTHES reduces a submatrix situated in rows and columns LOW through 
IGH to upper Hessenberg form by orthogonal similarity transformations. 

ORTRAN - accumulates the orthogonal similarity transformations used in the reduction of a real general 
matrix to upper Hessenberg form by ORTHES. 

RATQR - finds the algebraically smallest or largest eigenvalues of a symmetric tridiagonal matrix by 
the rational QR method with Newton corrections. 

TINVIT - finds those eigenvectors of a tridiagonal symmetric matrix corresponding to specified eigenvalues, 
using inverse iteration. 

TQLl - finds the eigenvalues of a symmetric tridiagonal matrix by the QL method. 

TQL2 - finds the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a symmetric tridiagonal matrix by the QL method. The 
eigenvectors of a full symmetric matrix can also be found if TRED2 has been used to reduce this full 
matrix to tridiagonal form. 
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The following table shows which EISPACK routines are to be used depending on the eigenproblem to be solved. 

USE OF EISPACK SUBROUTINES 
MATRIX TYPE VALUES VECTORS USE 

Real Symmetric Tridiagonal all none TQLl 
all all TQL2 
few none BISECT 
few few TSTURM 

Real Symmetric all none TREDl,TQLl 
all all TRED2,TQL2 
few none TREDl,BISECT 
few few TREDl,TSTURM,TRBAKl 

Real Hessenberg all none HQR 
all all HQR2 
all few HQR,INVIT 

Real all none BALANC,ELMHES,HQR 
all all BALANC,ELMHES,ELTRAN,HQR2,ELMBAK,BALBAK 
all few BALANC,ELMHES,HQR,INVIT,ELMBAK,BALBAK 

Complex Hermitian all none HTRIDI,TQLl 
all all HTRIDI,TQL2,HTRIBK 
few none HTRIDI,BISECT 
few few HTRIDI,TSTURM,HTRIBK 

Complex Hessenberg all none COMLR 
all all COMLR2 
all few COMLR,CINVIT 

Complex all none CBAL,COMHES,COMLR 
all all CBAL,COMHES,COMLR2,CBABK2 
all few CBAL,COMHES,COMLR,CINVIT,COMBAK,CBABK2 

The routine RATQR may be substituted for BISECT if the "few" values are at either end of the spectrum. 

The following substitutions will increase running time, but may also increase accuracy: 

IMTQLl for TQLl, 
IMTQL2 for TQL2, 
ORTHES, ORTRAN, and ORTBAK for ELMHES, ELTRAN, and ELMBAK. 

For certain nonsymmetric real tridiagonal matrices, see FIG!, FIGI2, TINVIT, and BAKVEC. 

=N{ 
AMEANDJ 
CONVERT 
ERFN} 
CDFN 
IVLFREQ 
LOCF} 
XLOCF 
LOCORE 
LRSHFT} 
SHIFT 
MEANVAR 
NXEXTRM 
ORTHON2} 
ORTHON3 
PLOTPAC 
PROCER 

~~THj 
RAN GET 
RAN SET 

LIBRARY CHANGES AND ADDITIONS* 
FTN version 
RUN/FUN and FTN versions 

FTN version 
RUN/FUN and FTN versions, new CDFN based on ERFN 

FTN version 
RUN/FUN and FTN versions 

RUN/FUN and FTN versions 
RUN/FUN and FTN versions 

RUN/FUN and FTN versions 
RUN/FUN and FTN versions 
RUN/FUN and FTN versions, new routine 

ORTHON3 for regression problems 
Correction to eliminate "hang in X-status" 
FTN version 
RUN/FUN and FTN versions 

Version (with same random number sequence) 
to interface with MNF version 

* FTI~ versions are for Fortran Extended version 3.0 
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TIME 
SECOND 
CLOCK 
CPTIME 
ICPTIME 
PPTIME 
IPPTIME 
DATE 
JDATE 
UMTIMER 

RUN/FUN and FTN versions, new routines 
PPTIME and IPPTIME 

New Version 

New writeups 

AMEAN, AMEAND, MEANVAR, MXEXTRM 
ORTHON2 , ORTHON3 
TIME, SECOND, CLOCK, CPTIME, ICPTIME, PPTIME, IPPTIME, DATE, JDATE 
UMTIMER 

Q/S 

A. 

Q/S 

A. 

Q/S 

A. 

Q/S 

A. 

Q/S 

A. 

Q/S 

A. 

Q/S 

A. 

Q/S 

A. 

Q/S 

A. 

TBE SUGGESTION BOX 

Why are the 'L004 termina'Ls so unreUab'Le? They aways ''hang up", instruations for use are 
ahanged, and the phones are aways busy. 

There are currently 7 ports to the 6600 which are very busy , hence the rotary which regulates 
calls may be full. We are waiting for equipment to upgrade the rotary to 9 ports. Please 
be patient; we are sorry for the inconvenience. 

What are the "aorreat" sahedu'Led hours for Room 'L40 E:r:pEng. (the User's Room)? 

Consultant hours are posted on the door (these hours change quarterly). If you have specific 
problems, see Mrs. Hodge in Room 232 ExpEng. 

WiU you p'Lease put 7-UP or some other non-aaffeine beverage in the machine at Laudsrda'Le? 

This machine is owned and serviced by the Pepsi-Cola Company and only Pepsi products are 
stocked. The pop is currently a bargain at 15¢/can. 

State fire 'Law forbids parking in zones suah as the street in front of the Laudsrda'Le site. 
Why is the University vehia'Le (the Shutt'Le Bus) permitted to park there? 

Good question. Perhaps you would like to survey the rest of the University (or even 
Metropolitan) community and come up with some ways that others have handled this problem 
(that is, the necessity for delivery and pickup). 

Speed up evening turnaround at Laudsrda'Le; turnaround is 7,5 minutes as compared to 
5 minutes at Meahniaa'L Engineeing. 

We are assuming that the 15 minutes is from job submission to return of output. 15 
minutes seems reasonable. 

Rearrange the studsnt bins at Laudsrda'Le for better aaaess. 

We'll make some changes during Winter Quarter. 

Why no Sunday hours at E:r:p? 

Sunday hours at Exp. are announced in this newsletter. 

The Keypunahes at Laudsrda'Le; #2, aards stiak at the read station, #3, aards don't feed 
proper'Ly, #'L, three aheers,for the box. 

Please report keypunch problems to the shift supervisor or leave a note on the keypunch. 
Thanks for the cheers and read on. 

Put the Lauderda'Le keypunahes baak where they were. We aan hand'Le peop'Le who vio'Late the 
3-minute Umi t. 

Obviously you can't handle this because we receive so many complaints. Please note that 
ALL the keypunches at Lauderdale now have 3 minute time limits. 
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UNIVERSITY COHPUTER CENTER 
January 22, 1973 

DISK PAC:: USE :'r':ARS SATURATIO] 

As of January 15, 1973 the disk pack use on our 841-7 drives TJas as follmvs: 

pack % use RB's 

fCCOOl 86% 839 (of 999) 

5 on-line UCC'102 82% 834 

user's drives UCC003 n;; 931 
UCC004 73~~ 738 
UCC005 86% 875 

1 System's 
[ UCC900 75% 760 drive 

(1 drive is available for privately m•rned/rentecl disk packs) 

The next change increment to mass storage ~-.rill be about .July lqt, 1073. 
Until that time, the current storage ~ accomodate all users. 

The only involuntary control available to UCC to ensure that users have needed 
files on-line is to raise the cost of t)l.e disk packs, tl:U.I:S making tap~e • 

files more attractive. J:opefully, voluntary deletion of unneeded files by 
the users will permit everyone the use of this economical and popular 
storage at the present cost. 

ATTENTION TAB EI'}UIPr"ENT USERS 

On January 22, 1973, Room 225 ExpEng will no longer be open to users. Those 
people t-1ho have card decks to list or reproduce may use the Univac 1004 in 
Room 131 ExpEng. This machine is easy to use and instructions are !JOSted 
on the t'lall. 

Those r>Tho have special projects rJ1hich require the tal, equipment should bring 
the jobs to Ted Patterson, Tab Services Supervisor, in Room 223 ExpEng. 

A sorter and a ;)26-21 card interpreter will be locat-ed jn Room 203 ExpEng 
anc! ~-rill be avai.lahl e on an open- ohop haai A. 


